
Le Refuge de Solaise: contemporary Alpine
chic in France’s highest hotel
This high-altitude hotel in  Val  d’Isère  pairs astonishing Alpine scenery with a lively bar and
slope-side dining By Gaby Le Breton
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Set the scene

Le Refuge is a former cable-car station that’s been transformed into a chic, fun and luxurious ski
hotel with sweeping views of the mountains and  Val  d’Isère . Perched at 8,370ft, it’s France ’s
highest hotel, promising ski-in/ski-out access with guaranteed first tracks every morning. The
mountains are omnipresent: you can see them from your bed, while soaking in the bath, from the
pool and outdoor sauna, as you sip cocktails at the bar… It’s the ultimate mountain escape and,
with 16 guestrooms, four capacious apartments and a 14-person dorm, there’s a bed for virtually
every budget.
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What’s the story?

Local restaurateur Jean-Claude Borel was running a self-service restaurant in  Val  d’Isère  ’s
Solaise cable-car station when he heard that the lift was to be replaced with a gondola, running
further up the mountain. Having persuaded the lift company to sell him the disused station, he
recruited local architect Jean-Charles Covarel to transform it into a hotel. It took a year longer
than anticipated but has proved worth the wait with unbeatable views, super-stylish interiors, an
excellent restaurant, lively bar and slick spa. Borel has embraced the building’s heritage, retaining
original details such as the concrete struts from cable-car parking spots, which tower above the
bed in one bedroom, and adding exposed stone, timber and rough plaster. His wife, Virginie, has
created the masterful interiors, which blend modern-Alpine chic with quirky textiles, rocking
chairs and industrial filament lamps. The Borels have ensured that the focus remains on the
eye-popping mountain scenery with beds and bathtubs strategically placed beside towering
floor-to-ceiling windows.
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What can we expect from our room?

Le Refuge’s 16 bedrooms all have sweeping Alpine panoramas, Smeg minibars, coffee machines
and spacious bathrooms. The duplex family rooms with two bathrooms and a living area offer a
great balance of space and value and there’s an accessible room with an enormous mountain-view
shower. The four glamorous apartments, which are really more like chalets, sleep between four
and 18 people, while the inviting dormitory sleeps 14, with double and single bunk beds, two
bathrooms and lockers.

How about the food and drink?

The menu is eclectic, with everything from sushi and Thai noodles to velvety pumpkin soup with
bacon emulsion and tartiflette. The menu has vegetarian and children’s options, as well as a
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grilled-meats section filled with carnivorous temptations such as Iberian pork-rib steak, beef fillet
and côte de boeuf for two. When the sun’s out the terrace offers a great party vibe, but it’s the
tables inside, beside the full-height windows, that have the best views of the valley below.
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Anything to say about the service?

It’s fast. And, while the (mostly local) team seem suitably laidback, advising on the best secret
freeriding stashes and which wine will match your steak tartare, they’ll also deftly arrange
everything from lift passes and on-site ski hire to airport transfers, babysitting and food shops for
apartment guests.

What sort of person comes here?

There’s a real mix: committed skiers and outdoorsy families making the most of Le Refuge’s
ski-in/ski-out location; groups of friends and families celebrating special occasions; and
blissed-out couples on a romantic break (locals are still lining up to bring their other halves here
for a treat).
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What’s the neighbourhood scene like?

Other than its endless views, Le Refuge’s killer selling point is the fact that guests can ski
untracked pistes before  Val  d’Isère  even wakes up. In terms of things to do in  Val  d’Isère ,
our tip is to grab a coffee in your room, get in some fresh tracks and eat breakfast later, smug in
the knowledge you’ve already had the best of the morning. Once the Solaise gondola stops
running, it’s just you, the birds and some athletic ski-touring types. If the peaceful isolation gets
too much, a private gondola runs from 7-11pm on Wednesday and Saturday evenings, so you can
nip into town for supper.

Anything you'd change?

It would be handy if the gondola ran later in the afternoon, not only for arrival days – turn up after
it stops running at 4.30pm and you’ll be looking for a place to sleep in town – but also so you can
enjoy some of Val’s legendary après-ski.
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Anything we missed?

The wellness area has an 82ft-long indoor pool flanked by walls of stone and illuminated by
sunlight that streams through from outside. Two sunken hot tubs sit before the windows, luring
brave souls to roll about in the snow before or after a session in the outdoor sauna. Four therapy
rooms offer rejuvenating botanical après-ski treatments from Exertier, a local family brand which
harnesses the power of traditional Alpine herbal remedies. There’s also a great children’s
playroom, packed with games, books and films.

Read next
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A final note: is it worth it?

Without a shadow of doubt. Just drink lots of water to combat the altitude.
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Book your stay
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The best skiing breaks to take by train

Sign up for the Condé Nast Traveller newsletter to receive our editors’ picks of the latest and
greatest in travel – from our insider city guides to the most exciting new hotels in the world, as
well as amazing holiday competitions.
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